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Customer satisfaction alone not enough for
revenue growth
Customer satisfaction metrics are great, but only by measuring the right people, monitoring the right
things and getting the big picture will marketers score a victory with both customers and their
business goals.
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The Web holds the promise of making a much-easier way to not only satisfy your customers by

creating an online experience tailored to the individual but also measure and understand your

customers' satisfaction levels.

However, many small and large business marketers often @nd that even when satisfaction score is

high, sales growth is not coming through, which makes one wonder whether satisfaction ratings are

indicative of website commercial success.

Many sites are learning this the hard way – that customer satisfaction ratings are not always

directly related to revenues.

For example, in research, gift-givers were asked to visit a popular Dower online store and provide

their feedback. What came out was this: Many visitors stated they were pleased. "The prices are

good, the site is well-organised, and the selection is great," as one respondent had said.

However, upon closer examination it was clear that while the online store appeared to deliver high

customer satisfaction, it did not deliver high customer success.

About half of the users either failed to close the

purchase or gave up when they were asked to @nd a

bouquet and put it in their shopping cart. In fact, many

customers found that the site stood in the way of

making a purchase. "Overall, I thought the site was

easy to use, but there were little things that bothered

me. If I were in a rush, I would have said forget it," one

student said.

To make sure that sites are delivering not only high

customer satisfaction but also high user success on

revenue-generating tasks, marketers should ask

themselves these questions:
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MSMEs, small dealers

not to be a_ected by

mandatory 1% cash

GST payment rule

(https://www.moneycontrol.com/news/business/economy/msmes-

small-dealers-not-to-be-a_ected-by-

mandatory-1-cash-gst-payment-rule-

6275001.html)

First, are you building your site to support revenue

goals? Many companies behave as if the answer to the

above question is "No." They organise their sites using

company-driven categories, communicate in

marketing jargon and offer little customer guidance.

These sites may

effectively promote more

general branding and

produce adequate

customer satisfaction

metrics, but they often

miss the mark when it

comes to supporting

revenue-generating

transactions.

Successfully converting visitors to customers requires a greater investment of thought, customer

research and iterative development.

Second, are you measuring with the right people? It has been known for some time that web users

do not exclusively visit sites intending to make purchases.

If asked about their experiences, these window shoppers and wanderers often give positive marks,

providing proof of the visited sites' appeal. Measure the right people and you'll get meaningful

answers to your questions.

For instance, if you need to drive online purchases, start with people who intend to buy and you'll

see where your site gets in the way. Measure the wrong people, and you could be letting the

window shoppers drive your marketers crazy.

Third, are you measuring the right things? Some sites clearly frustrate shoppers with dead links and

broken pages. For the last one week, Big Basket has been driving me nuts with no visible tabs for

@nal checkout. Such seemingly well-crafted sites can go wrong too.

They might measure layout, colour scheme and home page design without having users engage in

core tasks such as creating an account, checking out or requesting information from a dealer. As a

result, the sites may please the eye but fail to drive sales. Let's look at one example: the retail

shopping process. Some sites don't offer a clear path from product information to checkout. Other

sites turn potential purchasers off by asking for too much personal information.

These issues might not necessarily make shoppers feel they have had a bad experience, but they

present a barrier to sales. By measuring the right things, sites can resolve real problems that

contribute to the company's business success.

Fourth, did you ask 'why’? We are in the era of the six-questions survey. That businesses regularly

collect customer feedback is encouraging, but these surveys often fail to go deeper than a seven-

point rating. At best, a high score gives the site owner bragging rights, but neither a high nor a low

score provides clear guidelines for making business decisions or gives concrete feedback on the

"why" behind the rating.
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One way to solve this dilemma is to ask questions that capture a fuller picture of satisfaction. For

example, don't ask only how satisfactory the total experience was, but identify what levers drove

that satisfaction. Match up self-reported answers with actual user behaviour, and probe as deeply

as possible into the reasons behind the response. Asking "why" makes all the difference between a

useless satisfaction score and the beginnings of an action plan for site success.

Fifth, what is the bigger picture? Web marketers are often elated when satisfaction rates improve,

but the numbers do not always correlate with sales revenue.

A common reason is competition: Sites may @x fundamental problems, but they may still lag behind

other sites in the industry. To ensure that the company site continues to drive revenue, marketers

and designers must pay attention to the entire customer experience, evaluating over time and

monitoring best practices in the industry.

They can identify why some customers switch and why others stay. They can know that the

Internet is bigger than their own few sites.

Customer satisfaction metrics are great, but only by measuring the right people, monitoring the

right things and getting the big picture will marketers score a victory with both customers and their

business goals.
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